Andersen's pointer analysis becomes more precise when applied with full heap cloning but unscalable for large, heapintensive programs. In contrast, k-callsite-sensitive heap cloning can be faster but less precise for some programs.
Introduction
Pointer analysis is critical in driving optimizations in optimizing compilers. To sharpen its precision, heap cloning Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. aims to statically distinguish objects dynamically created at different calling contexts to an allocation site. We speak of k-callsite-sensitive heap cloning if a context is identified by the last k callsites in an acyclic call path (with each recursion cycle being collapsed). There are two important special cases: full heap cloning (by acyclic call paths) when k is sufficiently large and allocation-site-based heap abstraction without heap cloning when k = 0. In the latter case, one abstract heap object is created per allocation site. In the former case, a heap object returned from a callee is cloned distinctly at its distinct callsites. As k increases, pointer analysis becomes strictly no less precise but more costly to compute. With full heap cloning, the precision for some programs can be significantly improved but the analysis can be prohibitively expensive or even does not terminate [22, 23] . Steensgarrd's unification-based and Andersen's inclusionbased pointer analyses are commonly used in modern compilers. Earlier [16] , Steensgarrd's analysis with full heap cloning is made scalable for C programs. As Andersen's analysis is significantly more precise but also significantly more costly to compute than Steensgarrd's, we have not seen the same success for Andersen's analysis with full heap cloning. In this paper, we make one step forward in solving this challenging problem. There are two motivations underpinning this work. First, Andersen's analysis is the most precise of all pointer analyses that are flow-insensitive (by not considering flow of control) and context-insensitive (by not distinguishing calling contexts for a callee). Due to recent advances, Andersen's analysis is now scalable for large programs [10, 25] . In the latest release (5.0) of the Open64 compiler, its pointer analysis is no longer unification-based but rather inclusion-based. Second, given the same heap cloning policy, Andersen's analysis can be more precise than Steensgarrd's in answering the alias queries issued by the compiler, as illustrated in Figure 1 , for an application evaluated later in Section 5.
There are some earlier efforts on integrating heap cloning with Andersen's analysis. Full heap cloning for C is unscalable for large, heap-intensive programs [22] as the number of abstract heap objects cloned can be prohibitive in terms of both time and space. The demand-driven analysis formulated via context-free-language reachability [21, [27] [28] [29] 38] embraces naturally full heap cloning, but its scalability when deployed as a whole-program pointer analysis remains to be further investigated [36] . BDD-based techniques, while effective for solving context-sensitive pointer analyses [33, 39] , may not scale for full heap cloning [18, 35, 36] .
Among various heap cloning solutions, full heap cloning is the most precise but doing so blindly across all acyclic call paths can lead to uncontrollable overhead [22] with little benefit to support compiler optimizations [15, 17] . On the other hand, k-callsite-sensitive heap cloning for a small, fixed k is also problematic as shown in Figure 10 (a). The best value for k precision-wise varies from program to program. For example, k should be 2 for sendmail but 4 for vortex. As a result, fixing k = 2 for both is not precise for vortex but using k = 4 instead is unnecessarily over-costly for sendmail. Although it is tempting to tune a program manually by trying different values of k to tradeoff precision and scalability [22, 35, 36] , this is not systematic and can be as costly as full heap cloning since the program has to be reanalyzed with the prior results dropped and recomputed.
Our Solution
We show how to achieve the same precision of full heap cloning on top of Andersen's analysis efficiently for an optimizing compiler without actually performing full heap cloning. We achieve this by focusing our heap cloning efforts on improving the precision required for answering the pointer-related queries issued by the compiler. Our key insight is to enable heap cloning only where it is necessary to answer more alias queries precisely in an iterative manner.
As shown in Figure 2 , we enhance Andersen's analysis with QUery-Directed Adaptive (QUDA) heap cloning. The novelty of the resulting analysis, called QUDA, lies in performing k-callsite-sensitive heap cloning iteratively, starting with k = 0 (without heap cloning), so that an abstract heap object is cloned at iteration k = i + 1 only if some alias queries that are not answered positively at iteration k = i may now be answered more precisely. Our analysis is heap-aware as each pointed-to target is guarded. For the subset of queries in Q that are detected to be may-aliases, the guards for their aliased locations reveal directly the set C of candidate heap objects to be further cloned so that these queries may be answered more accurately. The points-to relations affected by such candidates are removed. The pointer analysis in the next round is restarted, with each candidate in C being cloned as needed during the pointer resolution.
Contributions
We propose a novel query-directed adaptive heap cloning (QUDA) approach that achieves the same precision as full heap cloning (subject to some stopping condition) for the same alias queries but is significantly more scalable.
We present the first heap-aware pointer resolution method performed on a constraint graph that allows points-to relations to be efficiently removed (rather than just added).
We have implemented QUDA in the Open64 compiler and evaluated it using the 10 largest SPEC2000 C benchmarks and 5 C applications (totalling 840 KLOC). By comparing QUDA with the state-of-the-art FULCRA [22] (a version of QUDA with exhaustive heap cloning), QUDA takes only 4+ minutes but exhaustive heap cloning takes 42+ minutes to complete. Indeed, QUDA takes only 75.1% of the time that Open64 takes on average to compile all these 15 programs under "-O2".
Background
We first describe the canonical representation used for a program, then introduce briefly Andersen's inclusion-based analysis, and finally, look at context-sensitive heap cloning.
Program Representation
There are four types of statements: x = &y (address), x = * y (load), * x = y (store) and x = y (copy). Note that x = * * y can be transformed into x = * t and t = * y by introducing a new temporary variable t. Different fields of a struct are distinguished. However, arrays are considered monolithic. Every call contained in a procedure has the form f oo(r a 1 a n ), where the return variable r and the actual parameter a 1 a n are local variables in f oo. . Two kinds of heap cloning. In either case, m and n point to o1 without heap cloning and m points to o2 and n points to o3 with 1-callsite-sensitive heap cloning.
Constraint-based Andersen's Analysis
As illustrated in Figure 3 , Andersen's analysis discovers points-to information by treating assignments as subset constraints using a constraint graph until a fixed point is reached. For the code in Figure 3 (a), Andersen's analysis starts with the constraint graph given in Figure 3 (b). For the address statements, p=&o and y=&z, the points-to information is directly recorded for their left-hand side variables. Then the analysis resolves loads/stores by adding new copy statements discovered. As y points to z, the two new copy statements related to z are added as shown in Figure 3 (c). The new points-to information discovered is propagated along the two edges. Finally, x is found to point to o.
Context-Sensitive Heap Cloning
Consider the two examples in Figure 4 . Without heap cloning in either case, both m and n point to o1, which provides an abstraction for all objects created inside bar. So *m and *n are regarded as aliases. With 1-callsite-sensitive heap cloning, o1 is cloned into o2 and o3 explicitly in Figure 4 (a) via a return statement or indirectly in Figure 4 (b) via a formal parameter. By distinguishing the two calling contexts to bar in either case, m points to o2 and n points to o3. As a result, *m and *n are concluded not to alias precisely.
A Motivating Example
As shown in Figure 5 (a), there is one allocation site in getMem and one in allocMem. If full heap cloning is enabled, explicit heap cloning happens at the callsites cs 2 and cs 3 in readArray when the side-effects of getMem are applied and indirect heap cloning happens at cs 5 and cs 6 in allocArray when the side-effects of allocMem are applied. Similarly, one more indirect cloning occurs at cs 7 .
Let us see how QUDA, depicted in Figure 2 , works given the two may-alias queries in Q = f( m, n), ( p, q)g to be answered. There are two allocation sites in the program: cs 1 and cs 4 . Each allocation site is associated with an HCT (Heap Cloning Tree), which captures the relations among all the objects created from the site, as will be explained later.
We focus only on how readArray is analyzed. There are two iterations illustrated in Figures 5(b) and (c): Figure 5(b) ) No heap cloning occurs. In this case, the same heap object is returned in different calling contexts to an allocation site, as indicated by the HCTs. Our heap-aware pointer analysis proceeds as follows. Consider the leftmost box. Initially, p points to (true, x) unconditionally since x is guarded by true. When the sideeffects of getMem are transferred to the callsites cs 2 and cs 3 , m points to (h o1 , o1) and n also points to (h o1 , o1).
In each case, the pointed-to target o1 may be spurious if o1 encoded by the guard h o1 (indicated by its subscript) is further cloned. When the store *m = p is resolved, a copy edge o1 ho1 p is introduced except that it is guarded by the same condition in the pointed-to target (h o1 , o1) of m. Similarly, when the load q = *n is resolved, a copy edge q ho1 o1 is introduced. Our constraint resolution remains the same as the traditional one illustrated in Figure 3 except that all copy edges are guarded. The fixed point found is the one shown in the leftmost box. We now try to answer the two alias queries issued. MayAlias(*m, *n) = true. Their aliased location o1 is guarded by h o1 , indicating that o1 should be selected as a candidate for cloning at cs 2 and cs 3 so that this query may be more accurately answered. MayAlias(*p, *q) = true since x is their common target. While x is not a heap object, the guard h o1 in the pointed-to target (h o1 , x) of q indicates that this points-to relation may be spurious if o1 is further cloned. Therefore, we obtain C = fo1g. Finally, the constraint graph is updated as shown in the middle box. Essentially, the points-to relations affected by o1 in m, n, p and q have been removed. Figure 5 (c)) When the side-effects of getMem are transferred to cs 2 and cs 3 , o1 is split into o2 and o3, respectively, as recorded in the HCTs. Thus, m points to (h o2 , o2) and n to (h o3 , o3). This time, we conclude that MayAlias(*m, *n) = false. Similarly, MayAlias(*p, *q) = false as q no longer points to x. Since both queries are answered positively, no more iterations are needed.
Finally, as shown in the HCTS in Figure 5 (c), QUDA clones only where it is necessary to answer the two alias queries. In contrast, full heap cloning is blind, resulting in more heap objects cloned unnecessarily with no benefit. 
Query-Directed Adaptive Heap Cloning
We describe our QUDA approach by discussing how to integrate it with an Andersen's analysis that is context-sensitive by acyclic call paths for method calls (i.e., their local variables) but 0-callsite-sensitive for heap cloning. As both components are orthogonal, we will focus only on describing the key phases of QUDA depicted in Figure 2 . Without loss of generality, our analysis is summarybased. As a result, the analysis interleaves a top-down phase and bottom-up phase iteratively until a fixed point is reached. During a top-down phase, the pointer information is propagated from a caller to its callees. During a bottom-up phase, the side-effects of a callee are summarized and promoted to its callsites for further pointer resolution.
As shown in Figure 2 , QUDA is adaptive, guided by the alias queries issued by the compiler. Therefore, QUDA starts with an interprocedural context-sensitive heap-aware pointer analysis without heap cloning (Section 4.1). Then, the points-to information obtained is used to answer the alias queries generated by the compiler. The heap objects that can be further cloned to potentially improve the precision of some queries are selected as candidates for further heap cloning (Section 4.2). Finally, the constraint graph of a program is updated by removing the points-to relations (and constraints) affected by the candidate heap objects selected (Section 4.3).
Heap-Aware Pointer Analysis
This section presents our heap-aware pointer analysis for a program. Section 4.1.1 focuses on the intraprocedural analysis by describing how an individual procedure is analyzed without considering the side-effects of its callsites. Section 4.1.2 discusses the interprocedural analysis for a procedure by considering the side-effects of its callsites and performing context-sensitive heap cloning at its callsites.
Intraprocedural Analysis
There are two tasks involved when analyzing a procedure, heap-aware pointer resolution and side-effect summarization. The former discovers the points-to sets of the pointers in the procedure with annotated heap information. The latter computes the side-effects of the procedure to be used by its callers for interprocedural context-sensitive analysis.
Due to flow-insensitivity, global variables are treated context-insensitively in a separate constraint graph in the standard manner [16, 20, 22] . Therefore, only the locals and heap objects are subject to context-sensitive analysis.
Definition 1 (Points-to Sets). For a variable p, PtrSet(p) is a set of locations possibly pointed to by p.
During pointer resolution, each pointed-to location is guarded by a Boolean condition, which specifies the set of all heap objects whose further cloning (if possible) may render the pointed-to location spurious.
Input: Statements
Points-Relations *v = x; y = *w; *m = y; z = *n;
Statements Points-Relations t1 = *v; *t1 = x; t2 = *w; z = *t2;
Value-flow via a sequence of objects (b) Value-flow via a hierarchy of nested objects Figure 6 . Two examples illustrating heap-aware pointer analysis.
Definition 2 (Points-to Maps). The points-to map of a variable p, PtrMap(p), is a set of guarded pointed-to locations (h, a), where h is a Boolean condition and a 2 PtrSet(p). It is understood that each pointed-to location appears only once in PtrMap(p). If (h, o) and (h 0 , o) are added to it together, then both are merged into (h _ h 0 , o). Table 1 . Rules used for heap-aware pointer resolution.
Heap-Aware Pointer Resolution There are a total of six rules in Table 1 . These rules differ from those used in the traditional constraint resolution (introduced briefly in Section 2.2) only in that all copy edges are now guarded. There are two rules for address statements in the program. If p receives directly what is returned from an allocation site, then the guard h o encodes the proposition that o is the object returned from the allocation site, establishing the condition under which the points-to relation holds ([ADDR-HEAP]). Otherwise, when what is pointed to is a local or global, the points-to relation is unconditional, since it cannot be changed by heap cloning ([ADDR-VAR]). , we obtain PtrMap(q) = f(h o1 , x)g. Similarly, in Figure 5 (c), where heap cloning is applied, after having resolved all the constraints, we nd that f(h o1 , x)g / 2 PtrMap(q). Recall that o1 created at cs 1 is split into o2 and o3 at cs 2 and cs 3 , respectively. Figure 6 illustrates our rules intuitively with two representative cases in terms of object containment. In Figure 6(a) , h o1^ho2 specifies the fact that g flows (directly) into z through a sequence of two objects (or data structures), o1 and o2. In Figure 6 (b), h o3^ho4 specifies the fact that g flows into z through a hierarchy of nested objects (or components) such that g flows into o4, which flows into or is nested inside o3. So g flows into o3 indirectly.
Definition 3. Given a guarded points-to location (h, a), an heap object o is encoded by h if h contains h o .
In Figure 6 (a), (h o1^ho1 , g) 2 PtrMap(z). The pointsto relation is conditional on how the two encoded objects o 1 and o 2 are further cloned. In Figure 6 (b), (h o3^ho4 , g) 2 PtrMap(z). The two encoded objects are o 3 and o 4 .
If these two cases are combined, then PtrMap(z) = f(h o1^ho2 _ h o3^ho4 , g)g since our analysis is flowinsensitive. In general, each pointed-to location is guarded by a disjunction of conjuncts that encodes the set of heap objects to be further cloned (if possible) if the points-to location is to be further disambiguated.
Example 2. Figure 7 shows an example when performing guarded points-to propagation across copy edges. Eventually, o is propagated from p's points-to set into q's points-to set guarded by (h 1^h2 Figure 7 . Guarded propagation of points-to information.
Side-Effect Summarization First, a lightweight escape analysis is performed for each procedure to determine the objects that may escape into and out of this procedure. Then the side effects of each procedure is summarized, including all its statements that may potentially modify any escaped object in the standard manner as described in [22] . To deal with the callsites in the procedure, their side-effects must be accommodated also, as discussed below.
Interprocedural Analysis
QUDA performs its adaptive heap cloning iteratively across the call graph of a program, first top down and then bottom up, as shown in Algorithm 1. The input is C, the set of heap objects selected in the previous iteration for further cloning in this iteration. C = ; when k = 0. The call graph for a program is the one built with context-sensitive Andersen's analysis by acyclic call paths for method calls without heap cloning. All recursion cycles in the call graph are collapsed into SCCs so that the procedures in an SCC are analyzed context-insensitively. QUDA resembles FULCRA [22] except that their heap cloning strategies are different: the former is adaptive in order to answer alias queries more accurately while the latter is exhaustive. During a top-down phase, pointer resolution is performed on the constraint graph of a program with the side-effects of callsites ignored. During a bottom-up phase, a procedure is analyzed by first applying the side-effect summaries of its callees at their callsites in the procedure with adaptive heap cloning enabled (Algorithm 2) and then performing the intraprocedural analysis discussed in Section 4.1.1.
Heap Cloning Trees (HCTS)
There is one HCT per allocation site, with the root denoting the heap object created at the allocation site. The root objects for different allocation sites are distinct. For each procedure that contains a (direct or indirect) call to an allocation site, a heap object returned by the procedure may be partitioned, i.e., cloned into distinct child nodes at the distinct calling contexts of the procedure.
Given a program, the HCTs currently used at an iteration of our analysis collectively define the heap model currently used for the program at this particular iteration. Summary Application and Adaptive Heap Cloning A procedure f is analyzed interprocedurally by Algorithm 2. There are two tasks. First, the side-effects of all invoked callees are applied to their callsites in f in the standard manner (lines 1 -3). Second, every heap object o returned as a (guarded) pointed-to target (h, o) of a variable p at a callee g that is invoked at a callsite cs is cloned into a child node o 0 in its HCT if o was cloned in an earlier iteration (lines 7 -8) or inserted into C in the previous iteration for it to be cloned now at the current iteration (lines 9 -11). Once o is cloned into o 0 , every occurrence of the old guard h o in h is replaced by a new one, h o (lines 12 -13). Essentially, h o encodes the proposition that the heap object returned from the callee g that calls (directly or indirectly) the unique allocation site associated with o is now represented as o 0 . Example 4. Let us return to our example, by considering how readArray is analyzed at k = 1 in Figure 5 (c) given C = fo1g. There are two callsites, cs 2 and cs 3 , to getMem. When the side-effects of getMem is applied to the two callsites, PtrMap(m) = PtrMap(n) = (h o1 , o1)g. As o1 2 C, o1 is cloned into o2 and o3 at cs 2 and cs 3 , respectively. As a result, PtrMap(m) = f(h o2 , o2)g and PtrMap(n) = f(h o3 , o3)g. Before cloning, the HCT is the one given in Figure 5 (b). After cloning, it becomes the one in Figure 5 (c).
Selecting Candidate Heap Objects for Cloning
Once the points-to information is obtained, a set of alias queries issued by the compiler are processed. A set of heap 
objects is selected for cloning by Algorithm 3 when doing so may cause some queries to be answered more precisely.
For an expression e, we write A(e) for the set of guarded pointed-to locations aliased with e. if o is further cloneable in its own HCT along some acyclic call paths then
Algorithm 3 is straightforward. We choose to clone all heap objects encoded by h and h 0 (greedily) for two reasons. First, each guard is a disjunction of conjuncts (Section 4.1.1). Due to flow-insensitivity, each conjunct must be "cloned", i.e., refined in order to render its guarded location spurious. Second, 90% of the guards in the 15 benchmarks used on average encode one or two heap objects each.
Example 5. Given the points-to information in Fgiure 5(b) and Q = f(*m, *n), (*p, *q)g. By Algorithm 3, we nd that C = fo1g. So o1 is selected to be cloned as in Fgiure 5(c).
Adaptive Update
The constraint graph of a program is updated by Algorithm 4. First of all, a points-to relation is removed if some heap objects encoded by its associated guard are to be further cloned. In addition, a copy edge is also removed if its guard encodes some heap objects that are to be cloned. Remove it from the constraint graph
In our implementation, a data structure is maintained so that each o in line 2 (line 4) is directly linked to the points-to relations (copy edges) processed in line 3 (line 5).
Example 6. When analyzing readArray by moving from Figure 5 (b) to Figure 5 (c), with C = fo1g, o1 is removed from the points-to sets of m and n and x from the points-to sets of q and o1. In addition, the two copy edges guarded by h o1 are also removed. This gives rise to the constraint graph shown in the middle box given in Figure 5 (b).
Evaluation
The objective is to show that our query-directed heap cloning approach is significant faster than full heap cloning subject to some stopping condition (by about an order of magnititude) while achieving the same precision in answering the same alias queries issued by the compiler.
We have selected 15 C programs (totalling 840 KLOC), with 10 being the largest SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks and 5 being open-source applications: hmmer-2.3 (gene sequence search), icecast-2.3.1 (a streaming media server), jpeg2000 (image compression), rasta (speech analysis), and sendmail-8.14.2 (an internet email server). Their characteristics are given in Columns 2 -5 in Table 2 .
Our platform is a 2.8GHz quad-core Intel Xeon running Redhat Enterprise Linux 5 (2.6.18) with 8GB memory.
Methodology
We compare QUDA with FULCRA [22] , a state-of-the-art Andersen's analysis with full heap cloning. QUDA and FULCRA differ only in terms of their heap cloning algorithms used. Both analyses are context-sensitive by acyclic call paths for method calls (i.e., local variables). The call graph for a program is the one built using Andersen's analysis that is context-sensitive by acyclic call paths for method calls but without heap cloning. All recursion cycles in a program are merged into distinct SCCs so that the procedures inside are analyzed context-insensitively. There is one common stopping condition for heap cloning in both cases. As soon as the number of side-effect-causing statements promoted (i.e., transferred) from an SCC to its a caller exceeds Table 2 . Program statistics and experimental results.
50, either analysis becomes context-insensitive for the SCC. This is the same limit imposed in the original FULCRA implementation released in the Trimaran compiler (4.0).
Implementation
We have implemented QUDA in the Open64 compiler (5.0), at its IPA (interprocedural analysis) phase. IPA performs global analysis by combing information from its IPL (Local part of its Interprocedural Phase, which collects summary information local to a procedure). We have implemented FULCRA by following strictly its algorithms [22] . All the analyses are offset-based field-sensitive. However, arrays are considered monolithic. All heap wrappers are identified and treated as allocation sites.
Wave Propagation [24] is used to perform constraint resolution. Global variables are handled context-insensitively in the standard manner as in [20, 22] : they are separately tracked without participating in side-effect summarization.
Experimental Setting
We focus on the alias queries generated in IPA (global analysis) and WOPT (backend optimizations) for machineindependent optimizations. We did not include those issued in CG (code generation) for two reasons. First, the precentage of queries from CG is small (< 5% across our programs tested). Second, once adaptive heap cloning for IPA and WOPT is completed, the alias information is expected to be precise enough for CG without a need for further iterations.
We use the Alias Tag mechanism provided internally in Open64 to answer alias queries. Each Alias Tag, attached to an expression, represents the memory locations accessed. Only the queries that needs pointer information are issued.
Let us explain how the analysis times are calculated for the two analyses. FULCRA performs its pointer analysis before it is used in IPA and WOPT. So its analysis time is simply how long it takes to complete its analysis.
QUDA performs its k-callsite-sensitive heap cloning analysis iteratively, starting from k = 0. During each iteration, the pointer analysis is first performed and then the alias queries are issued. The queries issued in different iterations may differ due to different optimizations enabled. Ideally, the analysis results for IPA and WOPT in all iterations should be kept in memory. However, in Open64, IPA and WOPT are two separate modules, with WOPT invoked after IPA. During each iteration, we use the SUMMARY mechniasm provided internally in Open64 to write the points-to information obtained in IPA into auxilairy ELF files (*.I and *.G) so that it can be fed into WOPT. The results from the alias queries and the constraint graph between two adjacent iterations are all communicated using ELF files, which consumes little time (less than 0.1 secs for each program). Finally, the time that QUDA takes to analyze a program requiring k iterations to complete is measured to be (k 1) (the time that Open64 spends on its optimizations in IPA and WOPT) + (QUDA's analysis time).
Results and Analysis
We first compare QUDA with FULCRA to demonstrate the performance improvements achieved by adaptive heap cloning. We then analyze our benchmarks to provide some insights on understanding these results.
Comparing with FULCRA As shown in the last three columns in Table 2 , QUDA is 8.82 times faster on average than FULCRA while achieving exactly the same precision by design in terms of the alias queries issued by Open64 (Column 6 in Table 2 ). To analyze all the 15 programs, QUDA spends only 259.02 seconds (4+ minutes) while FULCRA spends a total of 2577.91 seconds (42+ minutes). Let us take a look at Table 2 again. The analysis for most programs converges in 1 -4 iterations, except for gcc, hmmer, mesa and vortex (Column 7). For the programs achieving good speedups, their performance results are consistent with the percentage reductions achieved for heap objects created as shown in Figure 9 . For ammp, gap, and parser that are not heap-intensitive, QUDA is not effective (with no speedup over FULCRA in each case). In ammp, the objects allocated are used either locally or globally. The other two benchmarks have few allocation sites. In gap, its loads/stores are mostly on global data structures. In parser, a large pool is allocated and used throughout.
Understanding QUDA We analyze the eight representative benchmarks in Figures 10 and 11 . The remaining ones are either too small (crafty and vpr), or not heapintensitive (ammp, gap and parser) or able to finish all the issued queries in two itrerations (ammp, icecast and twolf). Figure 10 gives the percentage of queries answered (starting from k = 1) and the percentage of analysis time elapsed in an iteration. An alias query for two expressions e and e , MayAlias(e e ), is considered as being answered if (1) e and e are must-not aliases or (2) e and e may alias with a guarded location but the heap objects encoded by its guards cannot be cloned further. Note that if e and e unconditionally alias with a common location (which must be non-heap) at k = 0, then the alias cannot be disambiguated at any later iteration. Thus, all such may aliases, which cannot be improved with heap cloning, are not included in our statistics.
From Figure 10 (a), we see that the analysis for most of the benchmarks finishes in up to 5 iterations, except for gcc and hmmer. With k = 1, more than half of the alias queries can be answered in gcc, jpeg, mesa and perlbmk (as in ammp, icecast and twolf not shown here). However, the same does not happen for the other four benchmarks, hmmer, rasta, sendmail and vortex. In the case of sendmail, almost all queries can be answered with k = 2. For the other three, some more iterations are needed in order to distinguish more heap objects created along different acyclic call paths. Let us move to Figure 10 (b) to examine the distribution of a program's analysis time across different iterations. k = 0 (without heap cloning), which is not shown but implied, is the most expensive. Each subsequent one is much faster (< 15% of the total), because only small parts in the constraint graph of a program are updated, as observed in Figure 11 .
As k increases, the analysis time per iteration for a program tends to decrease. There are two reasons behind. First, fewer and fewer queries need to be answered, as shown in Figure 10(a) . Second, less and less heap cloning is performed, resulting in fewer and fewer changes to the constraint graph of the program, as shown in Figure 11 . However, there are some exceptions as in gcc and mesa, which cost more to analyze when k = 2 and k = 3 than k = 1. This is due to a large number of heap objects cloned when k = 2 and k = 3, causing relatively large parts of their constraint graphs to be updated, as shown in Figure 11 .
Finally, vortex has a large number of queries to answer when k = 2 and k = 3 but the times elapsed in these two iterations are relatively small. This is because the changes made to its constraint graph are small as shown in Figure 11 . A similar phenomenon occurs for sendmail.
Related Work
There are many prior studies on context-sensitive pointer analysis. Different types of precision are distinguished if calling contexts are identified by full call paths [13, 37] , assumed aliases at callsites [5, 14] , acyclic call paths (with recursion cycles collapsed into SCCs) [13, 37] and approximated call paths within recursion cycles [8, 25, 33, 34] .
In most of these earlier efforts, the heap is modeled only 0-callsite-sensitively (without heap cloning). There are a few attempts considering context-sensitive heap cloning in whole-program analysis [7, 16, 22, 33, 35, 36] .
DSA [16] represents a Steensgarrd's unification-based pointer analysis with full heap cloning. The authors showed that full heap cloning can greatly recover the precision loss due to pointer unificaiton. Compared to Steensgarrd's analysis, Andersen's analysis is the most precise of all flow-and context-insensitive pointer analyses. In [22] , the authors introduced FULCRA as a context-sensitive Andersen's analysis by promoting the side-effect-causing statements from a calee to its callsites. Earlier [23] , they showed empirically on top of their analysis that full heap cloning can improve the analysis precision, but can also incur uncontrollable overhead. In this paper, QUDA makes full heap cloning significantly more scalably for Andersen's analysis by being query-quided. As compared in Figure 1 , QUDA can be more precise than DSA for some programs.
Some analyses incorporate k-callsite-sensitive heap cloning [22, 35, 36] . As discussed in Section 1, different programs require different values of k to make the best tradeoffs between precision and scalablity. The one-size-for-all solution with a fixed k for all programs is not an acceptable solution. In addition, it is difficult to tune each program manually to find the best k for two reasons. First, this process can be costly as it involves reanalyzing a program many times. Second, the best k may be elusive as the precision improvement may be unchanged for some consecutive values of k and suddenly improves at the next value (Figure 10(a) ). In contrast, QUDA achieves the precision of exhaustive heap cloning iteratively, guided by the queries issued, and is fast since only small parts of a constraint graph are updated.
In [9] , a client-driven pointer analysis is introduced that adjusts its precision in terms of flow and context sensitivity according to the needs of client analyses. However, they did not address heap sensititivity as we do in this work.
In the demand-driven alias/pointer analysis based on context-free language reachability [21, [27] [28] [29] , full heap cloning is naturally supported. in future research, whether it scales when performed as a whole-program analysis for large programs remains to be further investigated [36] .
Shape analysis [3, 4, 26] reasons about pointer-related properties concerning recursive data structures. The state-ofthe-art techniques do not scale for large programs.
Recently, sparse pointer analysis [11, 12, 19, 31, 32, 37 ] discovers pointer information more quickly across def-use chains rather than iteratively in a data-flow framework. Our adaptive heap cloning complements this existing research.
Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) have been used to reduce the time for handling the exponential growth of calling paths [2, 33, 39] . Procedure-cloning-based algorithms are not fast enough for compilers in analyzing large programs. In [7] , strong updates are exploited in a flow-sensitive analysis with full heap cloning for program verification.
Conclusion
In this paper, we make one step forward by solving a challenging problem in making Andersen's pointer analysis with full heap cloning more scalable for optimizing compilers.
By using the alias queries issued from the compiler to guide heap cloning, our analysis achieves the precision of full heap cloning while being significantly more scalable.
This work has opened up some new research opportunities. As an example, our adaptive approach allows heap cloning efforts to be focussed on improving the precision of the queries ranked in order of their importance (e.g., in hot vs. non-hot procedures). As another example, iterative optimization finds the best optimization sequence through repeated runs on data sets with heuristics [1, 6, 30] . Our approach may help their techniques converge more quickly.
